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Page Two The Northern
Probably one of the most active and 
interesting personalities in Bangor, 
 Maine today is Howell A. Potter, 
principal of the Evening School.
Born and reared on a New Hamp­
shire farm, having had a life-time of 
business experience, he came to Ban­
gor with a determination to make the 
Evening School a success. Securing 
an enrollment of over 500 last year, 
and this year over 700, he has con­
vinced the business men and citizens 
of its great value, and a necessity to 
the community.
Mr. Potter has for several years 
been a successful teacher and director 
of manual arts, and a consulting au­
thority on wood finishing.
This school was organized to give 
instruction to wage-earning people, to 
furnish them an opportunity to ob­
tain practical information required 
for business and industrial life and 
thus increase their earning power.
Classes
( Americanization )
It is planned to give the foreigner, 
who desires to become a citizen an 
opportunity to learn English and 
adapt himself to his new community 
and to assist him toward citizenship.
(Elementary )
Reading and writing, the English 
language, and covers arithmetic 
through division.
(English)
The purpose of the English course 
in the Evening School is to give in­
struction in Grammar, composition 





The beginning course involves a re­
view of the simple operations of 
arithmetic, covering addition, subtrac­
tion, multiplication, division, common 
and decimal fractions. Second course 
in higher arithmetic applies to per­
centage and problems of finance, etc.
(Penmanship and Spelling)
Penmanship and spelling are two 
essentials for an education. Individual 
attention is paid to pupils in these 
classes.
The eternal stars shine out as soon as it is dark enough.—Carlyle.
Industrial Courses
(Mechanical Drawing)
Mechanical Drawing is the basis of 
all designing and therefore is a sub­
ject of the greatest interest and im­
portance to all mechanics and en­
gineers, it is the universal language 
in which the designers speak to work­
men. In this course the instructor 
gives attention to individual require­
ments.
(Wood Shop)
Includes wood turning, fitting wood 
to lathe, with reference to grain of 
the wood, making the various cuts; 
French polish by lathe while in 
motion, cabinet making includes the 
different tool processes, methods of 
construction. Shop is equipped with 
individual benches and tools, complete 
gluing equipment.
(Machine Shop)
This course gives practical training 
in machinists’ and tool makers’ 
trades. The instruction is adapted to 
the individual needs of the students, 
the up-to-date equipment provided for 
the use of day students is available 
for the men in the evening classes.
(Automobile Repair Course)
The controlling purpose of this 
course is to meet the needs of per­
sons who wish to supplement their 
daily employment with increased 
trade knowledge which will lead to 
advancement in pay or position. It 
includes practical work dealing with 
manipulations, disembling and as­
sembling of parts, testing for, and 
locating troubles, making adjustments
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and doing minor repair work and 
demonstrations, discussions and quiz 




This course teaches practical know­
ledge of business forms and expres­
sions, especially fine letter-writing, 
one of the essential tools in the trade 
of business.
It is a technical accomplishment 
that can be learned by any intelligent 
person with a fair education. As a 
commercial asset the study of Busi­
ness English is of the utmost im­
portance.
(Shorthand)
Both Pitman and Gregg systems 
are taught, in beginners and advanced 
classes. These courses offer a train­
ing which if conscientiously followed 
will give a pupil a good working 
knowledge of the subject and enable 
him to fill the ordinary office position. 
Two teachers in these courses.
( Typewriting )
The typewriting course meets the 
need of those from widely different 
walks in life, all aiming for advance­




Successful business men urge the 
study of accounting. It gives one 
that grasp of business principles so 
necessary for real advancement in the 
commercial field. Both beginner’s and 
advanced courses in bookkeeping are 
given by two teachers of long prac­
tical experience.
( Salesmanship )
We are all salesmen, there is a sell­
ing end to every business. It’s busi­
ness getting. This subject has a very 
important place in our commercial 
department. Wonderful opportunities 
are now offered to efficient and well 
equipped salesmen and saleswomen. 
Topics include salesmanship. The 
salesman, the customer, the subject 
of the sale, the selling process. Dis­
cussions and lectures by successful 
salesmen.
(Commercial Law)
It is the purpose of this course to 
give the student a general knowledge 
WOOD SHOP
of the most common phases of busi­
ness law so that he can apply them in 
every day business undertakings and 
is given to meet the demands of the 
business man, the shop man, the 
office man, and covers the points of 
business law that come up in the 
course of the day’s work.
Special lectures by lawyers and 
others who can give valuable informa­
tion along these lines.
(Mercantile Art)
Include pencil exercise, learning to 
form letters, brush exercise, spacing, 
constructing posters and cards, learn­
ing complete set of alphabets, scroll 
work and embellishments, pictorial 
posters, etc.
Home Economics Department 
Five Week Units
( Cooking)
A practical course, outlined to teach 
food values, function of foods, bal­
anced meals, corrective diets, meals 
for convalescents, ways of using left-
The groves were God's first temples.—Bryant.
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HOME NURSING
overs, serving breakfast and
dinner, canning demonstrations. Meat 
and fish demonstrations by local 
market men.
(Sewing)
The course of study in these classes 
is broad in scope to meet the varied 
needs in both elementary and advanced 
divisions. Simple garment construc­
tion, remodeling, learning to use the 
machine and dressmaking, all aiming 
to make more efficient home-makers. 
Two teachers.
(Millinery )
Short unit courses in fall and 
winter, spring and summer millinery, 
treats on materials, color combina­
tions, appropriate selections, and 
styles, pupils make or may make 
their own frames, covering them with 
material desired. Two teachers.
(Home Nursing)
To the woman who wishes to pro­
tect her family from probable diseases 
and is anxious to fit herself in the 
absence of a trained nurse to give
COOKING CLASSES
MACHINE SHOP
intelligent care to those who are sick, 
this course will appeal. The course 
includes bed making, baths, feeding 
of the sick, common ailments and 
emergencies, care of patients. Special 
points in the care of children.
“Education in the long run pays 
dividends in cash.”
He who knows not, and knows that 
he knows not, is wise! Follow him! 
He is going to night school!
STATE SUPT. THOMAS PRAISES 
BANGOR NIGHT SCHOOL
Over Seven Hundred Pupils Enrolled 
in Various Courses.
That the city of Bangor has 700 
pupils enrolled in the various courses 
offered at its evening school is char­
acterized as “a wonderful triumph” 
by Dr. A. O. Thomas, state superin- 
of schools in a letter ad- 
to Supt. of Schools Garcelon 




his praise of the director and teachers 
of the school as well as the school 
itself, pictures of which were sent to 
him.
Dr. Thomas’ letter is as follows: 
“Dear Mr. Garcelon:
“Mr. Jenkins has just handed me 
several pictures of your night school. 
They are about the finest I have ever 
seen and show up the work in the best 
form of any group of pictures that 
has come to my desk. It certainly is 
a great school and you and Mr. Potter 
and the others who are interested with 
you are deserving of very great com­
mendation .
“Somehow I cannot help but feel 
that out of the millions of our people 
who have never had an opportunity 
for an education that some means 
ought to be in hand to help them out
He's true to God who's true to man.—Lowell.
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of the merciless caste in which the un­
educated are forced to labor and place 
them in the field for a fairer race in 
life.
“There are millions of our people 
who should be studying to improve 
themselves in their jobs to increase 
their wage earning capacity and make 
their work more efficient and to in­
crease their opportunities for promo­
tion. Life cannot be happy and fruit­
ful when the way is bare and it is 
bare for those who are unschooled. 
The evening schools and the corre­
spondence schools and classes are 
destined to reach the most of our 
people as no other institution can ever 
do. I understand you have 700 in 
your night school. This is a wonder­
ful triumph for the city of Bangor.
“Bricks and stone and mortar do 
not make a city. Cities are made up 
of people just as the state is made 
up of citizens. Their purpose and 
their spirit make the city.
“With best wishes for continued 
success, I am,
Sincerely, 
Augustus O. Thomas." 
The reputation of a nation in the 
world is in proportion to the proof 
of discipline within the nation.— 
Mussolini.
Russell Coffin, who worked for the 
Great Northern several years as 
clerk in many places, is now doing 
a little operating for himself on a 
small scale. He said: “I tried work­
ing in town and it was alright for a 
while, but you see I couldn’t keep 
away from the woods.” He is in 
Holden cutting wood, and thinks he’ll 
try his hand at some pulpwood later.
To gain new truth you must be 
free from prejudice. To live it you 




New York State Department of Education 
Maintains 39 Courses in 19 Communities. 
State Teachers’ Certificates Have 
Been Issued to 3,496 Students.
(School Life)
That adult-immigrant teaching has 
become firmly established as a definite 
part of the educational program of 
the State of New York and that 
teachers and superintendents recog­
nize more generally the need for spe­
cial training in this line is indicated 
by the progress that has been made in 
providing special classes to train 
teachers of immigrants. These courses 
prepare teachers for work in evening 
and extension classes and they are 
given both in the summer and in the 
regular school year. With a few ex­
ceptions they are “30-hour courses,” 
and persons who complete them suc­
cessfully earn not only a State cer­
TYPEWRITING CLASSES
tificate but also a college credit for 
the number of semester-hours oc­
cupied by the work.
During the regular school year 
1921-22, the State department of edu­
cation offered 39 courses in 19 com­
munities, New York City alone hav­
ing 14 courses. Altogether 1,488 per­
sons registered and 705 of them re­
ceived State certificates for success­
ful completion of the work. College 
credit was earned by 485 persons. 
The summer preceding this school 
year gave many teachers the oppor­
tunity to take up preparation for 
immigrant education and 743 teachers 
were registered in the 27 courses 
offered in 10 communities. Of these 
601 earned State certificates and 396 
gained college credit also.
By a system of financial co-opera­
tion with colleges and universities of 
the State, under which the State as­
sumed an underwriting responsibility 
only, a larger number of courses were 
provided than would otherwise have 
been possible with the funds available. 
At the same time the total expense to 
the State was reduced through fees 
paid by students wishing to gain col­
lege credit. Various amounts were 
saved in different centers by the use 
of the fees in paying the expenses, 
ranging from one-fourth to three- 
fourths of the cost. The fee money 
was used to pay expenses at the place 
where it was collected.
In the past three years 7,066 per­
sons have registered in these courses, 
including both the summer and the 
regular registration.
Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon 
Wilson used to write the most delight­
ful plays together, but they do so no 
longer—nobody knows why. Does the 
key to the secret lie, perhaps, in a 
remark that Mr. Tarkington made the 
other day at a luncheon in New York? 
“A collaborator,” he said, “is a chap 
who thinks he did all the work.”
Labor is rest from the sorrows that greet us.—Osgood.
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Life Among the Esquimaux 
Point Barrow, Alaska, 1898.
Dear Joe:
I received the letter you sent me 
last year all right, being pressed for 
time I did not answer. I suppose you 
want to know something of life among 
the Esquimaux, that is all I can write 
about anyhow in this part of the 
world. So I will try and give you a 
general description of the means and 
ways of the people I live among at 
present.
“Those who read of travels in the 
Arctic regions think that sled trips 
are simple and enjoyable, that we 
have a smooth surface of unbroken 
ice to travel over, and only have to 
sit on the sleed wrapt in furs and 
enjoy the ride. That is what the 
majority of people imagine. I will 
give you a specimen of what it really 
is. Our sleds are made of oak with 
hickory runners, shod with steel or 
bone, bone being much the best, as it 
slips over the snow always, where 
steel will often have a tendency to 
stick. They are about eight feet 
long, two feet four inches high, and 
two feet wide, with a carrying capac­
ity of from five to eight hundred 
pounds, six hundred pounds being the 
average weight taken on a trip. The 
sleds are lashed together with seal 
hide rope, no nails, screws or iron 
being used, except when you use steel 
shods then you have to bolt the shods 
on to the runners. From six to eight 
dogs are used on a sled. They are 
fastened to the sled tandem fashion, 
by means of a long rope trace to 
which each dog is fastened. The har­
ness consists of stout seal-hide or 
plaitted rope and the collar, to which 
is fastened two bands through which 
the fore legs are inserted, the ends 
coming out of the back, and a stout 
piece of rope to fasten them to the 
trace. By this method each dog is 
bound to pull his share of the load.
“Travel over the land is so tendious 
we only do so in cases of necessity. 
Over the ice along the coast is the 
road we prefer. We often go forty or 
fifty miles out of our road for the 
sake of keeping on the ice. Beating 
a path with snowshoes is the task 
of the foremost man, the leading dog 
following his track, while the re­
mainder of the party stop in rear to 
push or help the sled along as the 
case requires. In going through a 
drift or over a hummock of ice, the 
men have to harness themselves to 
the sled and pull it through. When 
we encounter hard snow or smooth 
ice, we go along about six miles an 
hour; riding is never thought of with 
a loaded sled. Seventy-five miles in 
one day is the longest run we have 
made, with everything in our favor— 
from seven in the morning to five in 
the afternoon. A day’s run is gen­
erally from twenty to thirty miles. 
The shortest day’s travel we made 
was three miles in four hours. I 
never take more than one white man, 
an Indian and his wife with me. Four 
is enough. We use a sail with the 
sled when the wind is fair only. When 
there is a bright moon I often travel 
with it and camp through the day. 
Moonlight in the Arctic is not like 
moonlight anywhere else, the moon 
shining on an unbroken surface of 
snow has a sort of wierd and at the 
same time a magnificent appearance 
which must be seen to be appreciated. 
With a high wind blowing, the cold is 
so intensified travel is almost im­
possible, the least exercise makes you 
sweat, which in a slight stop turns to 
ice on your face and you are only 
too glad to be again on the move.
“The clothing used is necessarily of 
the warmest description and very 
light—an under-shirt of fawn skin, 
over-shirt of winter deer skin, knee 
breeches and long stockings made of 
deer skin, deer skin boots with seal 
hide soles. The shirts have hoods at­
tached to them and are trimmed 
around the face with the long hair of 
the wolf or wolverine which is a good 
protection to the face from freezing. 
Woolen clothes I do not use at all; 
they are useless in this country. Mitts 
are also made of deer and bear skin, 
bear skin being the warmest. The 
ears, nose and chin are the parts 
mostly exposed and are consequently 
often frost bitten.
“Leaving the Station as soon as the 
first signs of day makes its appear­
ance, with sleds loaded, dogs howling 
and barking impatient to get off, we 
take our departure. From Point 
Barrow to Point Hope is a distance 
of two hundred and twenty-five miles. 
The shore ice is hummocky and 
broken with deep gulches filled with 
snow. The sleds are often brought 
up by a piece of ice covered with 
snow. When this is the case, the 
dogs will set down on their haunches, 
turn around and look at you as much 
as to say, “What are you going to do 
now.” We clear away the obstruc­
tion and go on. A load consists prin­
cipally of trading goods, such as 
powder, shot, lead, caps, tobacco and 
beads, with a little fancy calico to 
take the fair sex eyes; for camping 
gear and provisions, a tent six by 
eight feet, deer skin blankets, coffee 
pot, fry pan, pork, coffee, sugar, 50 
pounds flour, one hundred pounds of 
bread, an ax, rifle, knife, two re­
volvers, tin cups and spoons completes 
the cargo. We strike villages about 
every fifty miles along the coast and 
so take as little provisions with us 
as possible.
“A white man traveling in the 
Arctic regions is obliged to eat every­
thing raw and frozen, as well as 
cooked. Deer, fish, seal livers, etc. 
eaten raw, are at first disgusting to 
the taste of a civilized being, but 
compulsion in a short time lets you 
make a good square meal on such 
food.
“At night if you have had good 
luck and reached a village, you are 
received with every show of hospital­
ity, and your arrival causes quite an 
excitement for an hour or so. To see 
whose house you are to sleep in is a 
great anxiety on the part of the 
native. Every one wants you in their 
house;. so to decide it you make a 
dive for a house, and every one is 
satisfied. They take care of your 
sled, harness your dogs, or unharness 
them, do everything they can for you, 
fill you full of grub, talk a while, and 
then trade. On entering a house, 
every man, woman and child strips to 
the waist, it is so hot you cannot 
wear skin clothing inside a hut. On 
retiring everyone strips to the skin, 
lays down on the floor or on a shelf, 
covers himself with a deer skin, us­
ing your clothing for a pillow, and 
sleeps like a trooper, having no woolen 
clothes with you. For a white man 
it is a case of being in Rome, do as 
Romans do.
“Their houses or huts are entered 
by going down through a hole in the 
ground about seven feet. Here you 
strike a tunnel some twenty-five feet 
long off of which is built an apart­
ment for cooking and storage pur­
poses, after traversing this tunnel on 
your hands and knees to the extreme 
end, you find another hole above your 
head, go up through this and you are 
inside the hut. This room you find 
yourself in is about eight feet square 
and four or five feet high, a shelf is 
built across the lower end of the house 
to sleep on. These huts are heated by 
a stone tray filled with seal oil and 
dried moss distributed along one edge 
for wicks. There is one on each side 
of the room burning day and night. 
A peg is drove in the wall extending 
over the trays. On these pegs a piece 
of whale or seal blubber six or eight 
inches square is thrust from which 
the oil constantly dripping, feeds the 
lamp. One of the squares of blubber 
will last fifteen or twenty hours, ac­
cording to quality. For a window 
there is a hole two feet square cut 
through the roof. Over this is 
stretched walrus intestines, which 
being transparent and very tough, 
answers for glass admirably. It gives 
a good light, lets in no wind, and yet 
lets the steam escape from the hut. 
The huts in this country are not built 
of snow, as they try to make you be­
lieve in pictures. They dig a hole in 
the ground to the depth required, 
then build a frame of logs, pieces of 
wreck, jaw bones of whales, etc. to 
the height required, making the roof 
in the same manner. After the frame 
work is completed, they cover the out­
The native brilliancy of the diamond needs not the polish of art—Hamilton
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side with dried moss, filling up all 
the crevices and covering the whole 
frame two feet thick with moss. Over 
this they place skins, then bank all 
over with soil four and five feet thick. 
After the house is completed, it sticks 
above the level of the ground about 
two feet, and has the appearance of 
a stew pan turned upside down.
"When night comes, if you are not 
going to reach a village, you camp. 
First selecting a shelter behind some 
snow bank or huge cake of ice, you 
pitch your tent, placing large blocks 
of snow on the outside edges to keep 
it down. Unpack the sled, putting 
everything inside the tent, placing all 
the things you don’t need on the in­
side edge of the tent, leaving a space 
in the middle to sleep. Cut four 
blocks of snow four feet long and 
stand them on ends, unharness the 
dogs, feed them and place the sled 
on top of the four blocks of snow 
previously cut, so the dogs cannot eat 
the lashings during the night. This 
precaution being taken, bank up the 
tent on the outside edge with snow 
to keep the wind out and then turn 
into the tent and get your supper, 
which consists of hot tea, pork and 
bacon, and crackers. After supper 
take a smoke and turn in, taking off 
your clothes and getting inside the 
deer skin blankets. Imagine yourself 
in a warm room, but you are not. 
The temperature will be anywhere 
from 30 to 60 degrees below zero. 
I never slept cold when the tent was 
properly pitched. In the morning on 
waking, the top of the tent is covered 
with frost two inches thick from the 
steam of the tea the night before and 
the breath of those sleeping. At day­
light pack up and start, eating a piece 
of pork and some crackers, no tea or 
coffee mornings. This style of living 
continues from one end of the journey 
to the other.
“Frost bites are common. I froze 
one of my ears badly and knew noth­
ing about it. I happened to put my 
hand to my ear and found the whole 
ear as hard as a rock. A hand full 
of snow rubbed on it with no gentle 
force soon put feeling enough in it. 
When I got back home I had a terrible 
looking ear, and it was some twenty 
days before it got its natural look 
again.”
There, I have given you a pretty 
good description, though brief, of the 
life I lead in winter, so will bid you 
good-bye for this time. With love for 
all, I remain your
Cousin Geo. B. Leavitt.
The Dentist—I’ll have to charge 
you two dollars and a half for pull­
ing that tooth.
The Patient—Oi thought yez
charged fifty cints?
The Dentist—Yes; but you yelled 
so loud you scared four other patients 
out of the place.—Judge.
Life is a bubble which any breath may dissolve,—Greeley.
Montford S. Hill
Dear Sir—
Find enclosed two pictures of Frank Moun­
tain. He was an employe of the G. N. P. Co. 
six years age—first with the horses at the 
ten mile camps, then at their shop in Rock­
wood, when his sickness came onto him which 
resulted in a shock. Thinking some of his 
friends would be interested concerning him, 
thought this would be a good way, if you 
sec fit, to publish this in your paper.
The picture in the wheelchair is the way 
he has been for six years. After we lost 
our only son in Rockwood, Mr. Mountain 
began to fail. We are now living with a 
sister, and with her help are making him as 
comfortable and happy as possible..
We wish to thank you for sending us the 
Northern. We enjoy it very much. Think 
it is a wonderful paper; and the pictures, 
Jack Spruce, as Mr. H. F. Huse says, was 
enjoyed by all. I was one of the women 
folks that enjoyed them and appreciated them 
because I have lived up there and enjoyed 
it so much.
Mr. Mountain sends best wishes for a 
prosperous New Year.






First Session in Senate Chamber, 
State House, Augusta, Maine, 
February 15 and 16.
Friday Evening, 8 P. M.
“Illiteracy in Maine,” Dr. Augustus 
O. Thomas, Commissioner of Edu­
cation.
“Naturalization,” Thomas M. Spel- 
man, representing Boston Office, 
Chief Examiner.
Saturday Morning, 8.30 A. M.
“Evening School Work in Agricul­
ture,” H. S. Hill, Supervisor of 
Agricultural Education, State De­
partment.
“Reaching the Illiterates in Portland,” 
Clara L. Soule, Director of Ameri­
canization.
“Advertising the Night School,” Prin­
cipal H. A. Potter, Bangor.
“Some Suggestions for Courses of 
Study,” Leslie W. MacKay, Voca­
tional Director of Sanford.
“Establishing Contacts and Conduct­
ing the Principal’s Office,” Prin­
cipal Ralph E. Howe, Portland.
“Types of Teachers,” Principal James 
H. Bradbury, Biddeford.
“Maintaining Attendance and Keep­
ing Records,” Principal Harold G. 
Noyes, Rumford.
“Augusta’s Americanization Pro­
gram,” Arthur S. Merrill, repre­
senting Augusta Chamber of Com­
merce.
“Industries Program,” M. S. Hill, of 
the Great Northern Paper Co.
“Granting Certificates,” Supt. Charles 
W. Bickford, Lewiston.
“Some Advantages of Short Unit 
Courses in Homemaking,” Harriet 
S. Sweetser, Supervisor of Home 
Economics, State Department.
“Industrial Courses for Evening 
School,” Harold L. Pride, Field 
Supervisor of Americanization and 
all special evening school courses 
not directly connected with the agri­
cultural and home economics classes.
Inebriate (coming in late)—If m’ 
wife’s awake I’ll say, M’dear—brought 
you some c’sath-mums, chrysthumu- 
mums, charsythmus—damn it—why 
didn’t I bring her roses?—Jack o' 
Lantern.
Engrossing clerk (Ohio legislature) 
—Here is this bill proposing to re­
strict marriage to persons of sound 
bodies and sane minds; how shall I 
entitle it?
Married solon—An act prohibiting 
matrimony.—Life.
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Editorial
OUR HEALTH
Health is a matter for both public 
and private concern. Man’s fight 
against disease has been an age long 
fight. Disease has been one of man’s 
most persistent enemies. However, 
we are making some progress.
The time was not so very long ago 
when the human race looked upon 
disease as an affliction of divine wrath 
or divine displeasure; when helpless 
dispair was our only defence against 
the ravages of epidemics. Contagion 
spread through a community even by 
the agency of men and women who 
were ignorant of what they did. No 
greater benefit has come to the human 
family than the increased and widely 
defused knowledge of the nature and 
prevention of many diseases that have 
taken such heavy toll in human life 
in years gone by. No more noble 
service has been done for the race in 
any line than that service which has 
been rendered by investigators into 
the cause and cure of disease. By 
their work we now know that it is 
within our power to prevent many 
deaths from disease. Since the use 
of anti-toxin in diphtheria only five 
per cent of those having the disease 
die of it, while formerly twenty or 
thirty per cent yielded to it. Cholera 
no longer gives the people of our 
country any trouble. Vaccination has 
rendered smallpox exceedingly rare 
in the United States. The discovery 
of the germ and the germ carrier has 
done much to prevent disease. By a 
war upon the mosquito this country 
has virtually vanished yellow fever. 
Even the tropical regions of Cuba and 
Panama have been practically cleaned 
of the affliction. The millions of 
people who are tubercular in the 
United States at the present time 
represent a small number as com­
pared with the large number of thirty
years ago. The value of fresh air 
and a pure water supply, are not 
least among these discoveries, as 
simple as the matter now seems to 
us.
If we have made some progress, 
there is yet room for more. In the 
city of Pittsburgh, one baby dies out 
of each eighteen that are born every 
year. The flu, cancer, tuberculosis 
and such disease are claiming millions 
of victims every year—persons in the 
prime of life. The annual death rate 
is fourteen per thousand for some 
parts of the country; while in others 
it is only eight per thousand. With 
each new year, however, some one 
comes forward with the announcement 
of a new discovery in science which 
will help in the fight to keep us 
well.
A vital factor in the prevention of 
disease is the attitude of the com­
munity. Some people are careless 
about their own health, and what is 
worse, they are careless of what 
others may suffer through their in­
difference. Parents often allow their 
children to be exposed to epidemics, 
and then permit them to go into con­
tact with other children who have 
not been hitherto exposed. Mothers 
sometimes say, “O, well, Johnnie will 
get the measles some time, he may 
as well have it now.” It is far from 
uncommon to find the individual who 
will scoff at all the attempts to pre­
vent and control disease. He argues 
that his father and mother lived to a 
good old age and never heard of 
germs and germ carriers. He likes 
to hear himself say that half the dis­
eases men die of today were unknown 
in his grandfather’s day. Such argu­
ments would be amusing but for the 
serious side. This man and others like 
him are almost sure to prove to be 
the men who are careless of the health 
of other people.
We are dependent to an alarming 
degree upon others for good health. 
Many are the innocent victims of the 
carelessness of other people. Good 
health is a matter, then, for the in­
dividual, for the community, the state, 
and the nation to take care of. We 
are to prevent, as well as to cure 
disease.
BROTHERHOOD
Brotherhood is a social and signi­
ficant word. Colonel Raymond Rob­
bins in his lecture on “America’s 
Answer to Bolshevism” affirms (and 
he speaks from personal experience 
and observation) that the rise of 
Bolshevism in Russia is not the result 
of hot-headed aggitation and firery, 
soap-box oratory; but rather the 
logical result of Caste society. It is 
the slow but sure outcome of class 
distinctions made basal in the social 
structure. And he also declares that 
the under current running through 
European life is this same Caste fact 
and finds its manifestation in the 
present hour in the terrible distrac­
tions and woeful disturbances of the 
old world.
Democracy is the antithesis of 
Caste. Herein is found America’s 
supremecy. Herein is seen her glory. 
Herein lies her possible, beneficent 
leadership. In the last analysis the 
essence of democracy is brotherhood. 
What else can a truly Christian civil­
ization be except a real brotherhood 
here and now in this very world? Was 
not this the true teaching of the 
Peerless Teacher of twenty centuries 
ago?
Brotherhood is an inclusive word. 
The globe is its limit. Men form all 
sorts and kinds of social organiza­
tions. So thoroughly is brotherhood 
a recognized fact that almost never 
is there an organization made with­
out involving in its very foundation 
the recognition of brotherhood. We 
build churches and lodge rooms and 
sometimes it seems as though the de­
sign of such buildings were only to 
fence within their walls the great and 
gracious truth of universal fraternity. 
We establish artificial, geographic 
boundaries and sometimes only to con­
clude, it seems, that simply within 
such lines are we to cherish and 
recognize brotherhood. All such build­
ings and lines are essential, but by 
no means are they fundamental. And 
if they serve to build walls of separa­
tion, they had better never be. Great 
men are more than the particular 
church to which they subscribe; they 
are more than the fraternal institu- 
aion with which they identify them­
selves; they are more than the coun­
try in which they chance to have been 
born. They are world-wide. Was this 
not true of Lincoln and of Gladstone 
and of Galileo and of a great host? 
Likewise with brotherhood. It stretch­
es away, far away, from our con­
tracted walls and lines. It is world­
wide.
Brotherhood is a saving word.
Honor and shame from no condition rise; Act
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Feeding racial hatred, fanning de­
nomination flames, promoting sec­




Unlike the sudden death of Presi­
dent Harding, Mr. Wilson’s death did 
not come as a surprising shock. On 
the inauguration day of President 
Harding it could not have occurred to 
anybody that Mr. Wilson would out­
live his successor. The retiring presi­
dent was a broken man, the wonder 
is that he could last so long. He has 
closed his earthly cares.
That Mr. Wilson was a great man 
no one will deny. Those who criticized 
him, those who opposed him in the 
day of his political activity did so not 
as men fight an inferior by any 
means. He had to be met upon a big, 
broad field. Just what place history 
will accord to him among the presi­
dents of the land, no one can now say. 
History will be just to him as it has 
been to the others.
It was a part of his destiny to be 
President of our Republic during a 
great war. It was a tremendous task 
to be laid upon the shoulders of any 
man. It was the making of peace that 
proved a greater strain upon him 
than even the war. Doubtless the 
great strain greatly shortened his 
days.
Mr. Wilson is by no means the first 
man who did not live to see his great 
ideals materialized. He greatly de­
sired that the country of which he 
was president should help put an end 
to the scourge of war. He closed his 
eyes upon earthly scenes when very 
little has actually been achieved to in­
sure that great hope. That the turn 
of events was a crushing disappoint­
ment to him must be clear to every­
body. Probably there will never be 
anybody rise up to say that Mr. Wil­
son’s hope was not a high one or that 
he failed to support his own theories 
and ideals with a full measure of de­
votion.
Mr. Wilson’s life was a strong one. 
With his temperament it could not 
have been otherwise. But let us re­
member that in the last analysis every 
man is responsible for his own visions 
and his own convictions. And no man 
was ever great who did not believe in 
his own cause and keep faith with his 
own ideals.
Parson Goodman—See here! Don’t 
you know where little boys go who 
play football on Sunday?
Small Boy—Yazzir; dey goes to 
Yale, when dey gets big ’nough!— 
New York Post.
well your part, there all the honor lies.—Pope.
HERE AND THERE
Morris Hall, who has been driving 
the Kineo-40 Mile stage has returned 
to his home in Belfast. Temporarily 
Clarence Sargent is running the 
stage.
* * *
Ice cutting has been in full swing 
at Seboomook lately.* * *
The roads on the Kineo side of the 
lake were ploughed recently with the 
big Sargent plow, it being run by 
Robby Hancock.
Supt. Twombly has for some time 
been housed by an attack of neuritis.
Fred Stait is at the 20 Mile sub­
stituting for Mr. Severance, who was 
called home. * * *
Carl Kelley has closed the office at 
Norcross and is now in Bangor.
Augustus Green is now working for 
Mrs. Colbath at Seboomook.
W. D. Page made a recent trip to 
the Rainbow Operation.* * *
Emily Luscier, the table girl at 
Pittston has gone to her home in 
Bangor.
A. Bertran went to his home in Old 
Town January 20 and spent the week­
end there. * * *
Dr. F. J. Pritham of Greenville 
went to Chesuncook Village January 
18 in his Ford, and to Rockwood over 
the ice February 1st.
Conret King of Pooler and Moran 
Operation cut his foot rather badly 
and went to Greenville for surgical 
attention. He was attended by Dr. 
N. H. Nickerson.
WILD life
We wish to especially commend the 
write-up of the Bangor Free Evening 
School. Not alone do we wish to do 
this from the standpoint of this par­
ticular school but from the success 
and efficiency of Night Schools in 
general. They are becoming the means 
of a very important school endeavor 
and plan. The State Commissioner 
of Education has recently informed 
us that there are this present school 
year one-third as many students en­
rolled in the Night Schools of the 
State as in all of the Free High 
Schools. This is a splendid work and 
means much in the making of good, 
strong, substantial citizenship.
Mrs. Cordelia Eldridge Covell, 
mother of Fred W. Covell, died at his 
home, on Grant street in Bangor, 
Tuesday, February 5th. Mrs. Covell 
was nearly 89 years of age and was 
a native of East Orrington.
A. L. Wright, a former employee of 
the clerical division, has accepted a 
position with The Scher-Hirst Co., and 
is located at 18 Stillwater avenue, 
Bangor.
Gladys—I refused Ferdy two weeks 
ago and he has been drinking heavily 
ever since.
Ethel—Isn’t it about time he 
stopped celebrating?—Sketch.
Ethel—Are you sure he has never 
loved before?
Edith—Yes. He told me to go 
round to the jeweler’s and pick out 
any ring I wanted.—Judge.
Ethyl—Did Annette get anthing out 
of her breach-of-promise suit?
Babette—Nothing at all; the man 
decided to marry her.—Detroit Free 
Press.
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The following is taken from the 
Sunday Call, Newark, N. J.
“Mrs. Charlotte Soutar of 79 Fair­
mount avenue announces the engage­
ment of her daughter, Miss Effie A. 
Soutar to Charles Warren Curtis of 
Bangor and Brewer, Maine. Mr. 
Curtis was formerly mayor of 
Brewer, a member of the Maine Leg­
islature and President of the Bangor- 
Brewer Lions Club. He is connected 
with the Great Northern Paper Com­
pany.”
Miss Soutar has been secretary to 
Henry W. Leeds and J. Haines Lip­
pincott of Chalfont-Haddon Hall, for 
the past six years and is well known 
in fraternal circles.
The marriage intentions of Malcolm 
A. Pratt and Miss Lois P. Hutchings, 
both of Bangor, have been made 
known. Mr. Pratt is in the Division 
of Forest Engineering of the Great 
Northern Paper Co. Miss Hutchings 
is one of Bangor’s popular school 
teachers at the Longfellow school.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Bamford are 
are receiving congratulations on the 
birth of a son, Sidney Ross, born 
January 18th.
The Great Northern Five defeated 
the Seal Harbor Five, 32 to 28 on 
January 30th, at Seal Harbor.
Great Northern 32 Seal Harbor 28 
Soper, rf 3........................... lb, Turnbull
lb, Wood 
Bamford, If 8.....................rb, McCrae 3
Cowan, c 3.............. c, Carter 3
McVey, rb 1.......................If, Bryant 4
Higgins, lb 1......................... rf, Grant 4
There is a story going round Lon­
don concerning a certain general (no 
names—no pack drill) home on leave 
from India, who visited a well known 
public school, where he called on the 
housemaster of a young Indian prince, 
the son of a rajah. The general stated 
that before leaving India he had 
promised the rajah to deliver a mess­
age to the boy’s tutor. It was that 
the rajah desired that his son should 
receive no exceptional treatment in 
the school on account of his exalted 
birth. The housemaster hastened to 
reassure the general “Pray tell the 
rajah,” he said, “that there is no need 
to worry. In this school his son an­
swers to the name of ‘Nigger,’ and 
among his intimates he is commonly 
called ‘Coal-Scuttle’!”
The Honolulu Star-Bulletin pub­
lishes what is hailed as the first gen­
uine mah-jongg story. “There has 
just come to Honolulu the story of the 
maid who went to the lady of the 
house and said she feared she would 
have to find another place. ‘But why?’ 
her alarmed employer asked. ‘Be­
cause,’ the maid replied, ‘I fear your 
huband is losing his mind. I found 
him on his hands and knees in the 
living room, and when I asked him 
what he was doing, he said he was 
looking for the East Wind’.”
Among Jimmie Maiden’s favorite 
stories is the one concerning the two 
men who were getting acquainted 
through the medium of casual con­
versation. “Do you play golf?” in­
quired one of them. “No,” said the 
other; “but I can’t give it up.”
Emma was one of the old-fashioned 
faithful-retainer type and she had 
been with the family over twenty 
years. She ran the house and the 
family, too, so much that her master­
ful airs became at last intolerable, un­
til one day the mistress ventured to 
remonstrate with her, whereupon 
Emma exclaimed: “Well, mum, you 
will please take a month’s notice from 
me. I always felt from the first as 
how I shouldn’t suit you!”
A Frenchman was courting an Eng­
lish girl. Her mother said, mischiev­
ously: “Now monsieur, if my daugh­
ter and I were both drowning, which 
would you save first?” With great 
presence of mind he replied: “I would 
save madame, and I would perish with 
mademoiselle!”
Next to topping the bill, the best 
position, from a “pro’s” point of view, 
is the bottom. In fact, star artistes 
are frequently referred to in English 
music hall and theatrical circles as 
“tops and bottoms.” This explana­
tion gives point to a little story Miss 
Clarice Mayne likes to tell. “When, 
quite early in my career,” she said, 
“I first saw my turn’ announced in 
big letters at the foot of the adver­
tising posters, I was tremendously ex­
cited, and ran home to tell the good 
news to my landlady—a dear old soul, 
but absolutely ignorant of things 
theatrical. “Do you know, Ma, I’m at 
the bottom of the bill this week,” I 
said. “Never mind, dear,” she replied 
soothingly. “You’ll get your salary 
just the same, I suppose.”
When Sir Harry Lauder first 
sprang from the bottom of a coal 
mine to the top of the entertainment 
world, a friend persuaded him to start 
to learn golf. Accordingly he got an 
old Scottish player to go round the 
links with him. The old chap was 
noted no less for his enthusiasm for 
the game than for his blunt out­
spokenness, and it was with some 
trepidation, therefore, that at the fin­
ish Harry ventured to ask him what 
he thought of his game. “Na, ye’ll no 
mak’ a gowffer,” he replied. “Ye’ve 
begun owver late. But it’s just pos­
sible, if ye practice harrd, verra verra 
harrd for two, three years, ye micht 
—” “Yes?” questioned Lauder hope­
fully. “Ye micht begin to hae a 
glimmer that ye’ll never ken the 
r-ruliments o’ the game.”
Being a first-class shot both with 
gun and rifle, Lady Bailey, wife of 
Sir Abe Bailey, the South African 
mine magnate, has many good stories 
to tell about her favorite sport. One 
of the best concerns a typical North­
country squire who started extolling 
the virtues of a departed guest. “An 
open-handed young fellow he was,” 
commented the old chap reflectively, 
“even if his shooting was a bit wild. 
You didn’t catch him sending any­
thing that chanced to fall to his gun 
to the game market. He sent it to 
all the local hospitals.” “Splendid!” 
said an elderly lady. “And did he send 
them much?” “Last time he was 
here,” came the reply, “he sent them 
an underkeeper, two beaters, and a 
friend.”
There are many stories extant of 
Scottish “cannyness,” but the follow­
ing is perhaps not so well known as 
most of the species: A party of 
friends were dining together at the 
ultra-fashionable Hermitage hotel, at 
Monte Carlo. Amongst them was a 
Scotsman, who refused the wine 
offered and asked for whiskey. The 
host of the evening ordered some, but 
the obsequious wine butler regretted 
that the Hermitage, though it could 
supply “the choicest champagne fit for 
‘me lord,’ or any wine commanded, 
visky, no, it was impossible.” Then 
the excitement began, for the Scots­
man refused to drink anything else 
and could not be mollified. “I want 
whiskey, and I bet you I get it,” he 
said. His bet was taken all round 
and doubled. When it was booked to 
bis satisfaction, he drew a bottle of 
the best Highland liquor from his 
tail-coat pocket and plumped it on the 
table. “Draw the cork,” he ordered 
the astonished maitre d’hotel.
Madge—They say she is very clever 
but I have never noticed it.
Marjorie—Of course not. She says 
all the clever things about you after 
you have gone.—-Harper’s Bazar.
On a winged word hath hung the destiny of nations.—Landor.
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Three men were once dining to­
gether in a fashionable London res­
taurant, writes Lady Glover in 
“Memories of Four Continents.” It 
was a bitterly cold night, and one of 
them asked his friend what he would 
take to sit out of doors till dawn 
without stirring. “Not for all the 
money in the world!” was the reply. 
This gave the third man an idea. Said 
he: “Let us send out and get three 
taxi drivers and ask them the same 
question.” They agreed. The first 
man brought in was an Englishman. 
“What will take for sitting out all 
night on the steps of St. Paul’s 
cathedral?” they inquired. “A sov­
ereign, sir,” he replied. The next man 
was a Scotsman, and he was asked 
the same question. Scratching his 
head, deep in thought, “How much 
will ye give me?” he said. Then the 
third man, an Irishman, had the same 
question put to him. “I’ll take a cold, 
yer honor,” he answered.
An Irishman was out gunning for 
ducks with a friend who noticed that 
although Mike aimed his gun several 
times, he didn’t shoot. At last he said: 
“Mike, why didn’t you shoot that 
time? The whole flock were right in 
front of you.” “Oi know,” said Mike, 
“but ivery time Oi aimed me gun at a 
duck anither wan come right between
“Father, the guide’s fallen over the 
edge!” “Thank heaven! I thought it 
was the lunch!”—Humorist.
Today's Child—All right. Spank me 
if you want to, mother, but I warn 
you you’ll simply ruin my (Edipus 
complex!”—Life.
“How much to teach my wife to 
drive?” “Two dollars an hour.” “All 
right, here’s a thousand dollars on 
account.”—Life.
Teacher—Now, Johnny, what is the 
perfect tense of the verb “to invest?” 
Johnny—To investigate—New York 
Sun and Globe.
He—But I thought you’d forgiven 
me for that and promised to forget it?
She—Yes—but I didn’t promise to 
let you forget I’d forgiven it!— 
Punch.
First Capitalist—What would you 
do if you lost your money?
Second Capitalist—Start a maga­
zine and expose the methods by which 
I used to make it.—Judge.
New York Man—Why do they call 
Boston the Hub?
San Francisco Man—Because the 
swiftest part of the country is the 
furthest from it, I guess.—Cleveland
Leader.
“The hotel is so crowded, sir, that 
the best we can do is to put you in the 
same room with the proprietor.”
“That will be all right; just put my 
valuables in the safe.”—The Tatler.
Mrs. Pancake (to a fourth-floor 
lodger)—Anything wrong with your 
steak, Mr. Hardup?
Hardup—A trifle overtrained, may­
be, madam; but, really, I never saw 
a firmer muscle!—London Tit-Bits.
Lady (driver of automobile to 
tramps by the wayside)—Can you 
show us the way to Great Missingden, 
please?
Weary Willie—Cert’nly, miss, cer- 
t-nly. We’re a-goin’ that way. ’Op 
up, Joe. Anything to oblige a lady! 
—Punch.
“Wah! I don’t like castor oil!” 
yelled the Boston urchin. “Why, 
Waldo,” murmured his mother in a 
tone of astonishment, “do you not 
know that castor oil is derived from 
a bean?” There was no further 
trouble.—Chicago Journal.
Irate Passenger (as train is moving 
off)—Why the blank didn’t you put 
my luggage in as I told you, you 
blankety blank?
Porter—Eh, mon, yer luggage is na 
sic a fule as yersel’. Ye’re i’ the 
wrang train.—London Humorist.
“Bather a swell-looking fellow to 
have to hock his watch,” remarked 
the pawnbroker’s clerk. “Yes, but this 
explains it,” replied the pawnbroker, 
who had been examining the time­
piece; “there’s a woman in the case.” 
—Philadelphia Ledger.
“Why don’t you make some ringing 
speeches against the trusts? “Nothing 
to gain,” answered Senator Sorghum; 
“the public wouldn’t believe I meant 
’em and the trusts might.”— Wash­
ington Star.
Friend—What’s that big box on the 
front of your machine?
Automobilist—That’s a camera for 
taking moving pictures. You see, I 
go so fast I don’t have time to look 
at the scenery, and so I photograph 
it as I go along.—L'Illustration.
“He hasn’t been in politics very 
long, has he?” “No, but how did you 
know?” “I was walking with him to­
day just as a police patrol wagon 
dashed up behind us, and he didn’t 
start guilty or look nervous at all.”' 
- -Philadelphia Ledger.
A republic is the form of govern­
ment in which those who will not vote 
denounce the choices of those who do. 
—Boston Herald.
LILY BAY
Mrs. A. M. LeRoy is cooking at the 
Lily Bay House.
The year’s supply of fire wood is 
being cut and hauled. About 45 cords 
is required for the year.
The chore-boy here came very near 
being killed by a mad bull. The bull 
broke away, charging on the boy. The 
mad animal’s attention became dis­
tracted by the people near by. The 
boy’s life was thus saved.
DO YOU BELIEVE IN SIGNS?
In Hartford, Conn.: “Cane Seat 
(hairs Recaned by Kane the caner.”
In Baltimore: “Whitewashing done 
here in all colors.”
In Sturgis, Mich.: “Please occupy 
the seats as much as possible.”
In Chicago cafe; “No meals ex­
changed.”
In Boston Public Library: “Only 
low conversation permitted here.”
In Oregon, Ill., greenhouse: “The 
earth given away with the plants.”
In Philadelphia: “Dr. Lawyer, 
Dentist; S. M. Huskey, Throat Spe­
cialist; L. Gritti, Dealer in Sand and 
Gravel; K. M. Ice, Cold Storage.”
In Buffalo: “Two-pants with every 
suit.”
On programme of Fairmont, W. Va. 
Y. M. C. A. athletic meet: “Wrestling 
Match. Downe and Outt.”
In Philadelphia North American: 
“Strictly Fresh Eggs. Big Meaty 
Beauties.”
In Trenton Times: “Auto Hit by 
Train Is Still Unconscious.”
In Glasgow, Scotland: “Washington 
Soda Fountain. Betti & Lazarini, 
Props.” Also: “Caledonian Cafe, 
Rizieri Bertuccelli, Prop.” (There’s 
fine old American names for you.)
In St. Petersburg, Fla, directory: 
“Square Deal Transfer Co., C. R. 
Crook, Mgr.”—Everybody's Magazine.
(Received too late for last issue)
This is the menu served for Christmas 
dinner at Brean & Beck’s camp on Rainbow 
Operation, by chef Peter McDuffey.
Con some Soup a la Paree
Roast Pork and Brown Gravey with Dressing 
Mashed Potatoes and Turnips 
Stewed Onions
Pickled Beets Peas and Corn
Cottage Pudding with Cream Sauce 
Hot Mince Pie a la McDuffey 
Pumpkin Pie
Hermit Cookies Chocolate Cake
Angel Cake Assorted Nuts
Candy
Cigars and Cigarettes
Many a father breathes a sigh of 
relief when at commencement he fin­
ishes working his son’s way through 
college.—Wasp.
To be a gentleman does not depend upon the tailor or the toilet.—Doane.




The Emancipator of the Farmer
In Stories of The Days' Work, Ginn & Co.
On February 15, 1809, Cyrus H. 
McCormick was born at “Walnut 
Grove,” his father’s farm in Virginia.
While he was not born to poverty, 
since his father was the possessor of 
eighteen hundred acres of land, he 
was taught to work hard as soon as 
he was able to go to the fields. As 
a boy he was accustomed to be up 
at five in the morning, in summer at 
an even earlier hour, and his day’s 
work lasted until darkness drove him 
from his tasks. He was taught to go 
barefoot even in severe weather, not 
because this was necessary, but that 
he might become toughened by ex­
posure.
He had the advantage of a brief 
period of study at the school near his 
home. It is related by one who has 
written of his life that he one day 
surprised the teacher by taking to 
school a wooden globe, mounted so as 
properly to illustrate the earth’s 
movements, with continents and seas 
carefully marked—his own handi­
work. To his mother he owed train­
ing which supplemented the meager 
work of the schoolroom. But she was 
not content to teach him only secular 
things; from her he learned to read 
from the Bible and to sing the hymns 
which were his comfort to the day 
of his death. With his parents he 
was a regular attendant at church. 
Thus habits were early formed that 
influenced his whole life.
The home farm was far from mar­
kets, so it was necessary for his 
father to take care of his own tools 
in his own blacksmith shop. Moreover, 
the farm boasted a gristmill, a saw­
mill, and a smelting furnace. Brought 
up in such surroundings, it is not 
strange that young Cyrus soon de­
veloped a fondness for handling tools. 
But it was evident that he did not 
propose to confine his efforts to the 
performance of set tasks. His father 
had for years been an inventor, hav­
ing built a thresher, a hemp-breaker, 
and a crude mechanical reaper. In­
heriting the talent for invention, 
Cyrus experimented on his own ac­
count. At fifteen he made for him­
self a harvesting cradle of such im­
proved design that he was able to 
work on even terms with the best 
hand on the farm. A few years later 
he planned and built a hillside plow, 
which threw alternate furrows to 
right and left, and a self-sharpening 
plow, which was so successful that 
it is thought it might have been man­
ufactured profitably but for the fact 
that his attention was occupied at 
this time by another far more im­
portant invention.
The year he was born his father 
began to build a reaping machine 
which he hoped would revolutionize 
the world’s harvesting methods. For 
a number of years the work was con­
tinued. Thus it happened that one 
of the earliest memories of the boy 
Cyrus was the talk about the myster­
ious reaper. He saw the curious 
machine grow under his father’s 
hands, and he must have seen the 
trial of the completed implement 
when he was seven years old.
To Mr. McCormick’s disappoint­
ment the reaper was a failure. It 
would cut the wheat when the grain 
was in perfect condition, but was use­
less if the grain was the least bit 
matted or beaten down by wind or 
rain. Discouraged, the inventor left 
the machine to rust.
Cyrus could not keep away from the 
discarded reaper. His father’s dream 
took possession of him. Why couldn’t 
he show the American farmer how to 
reap grain with horses? His father, 
noting his purpose, urged him to give 
up all thought of spending time on 
the problem which had already cost 
so much. But the boy was not to be 
turned from his purpose*  He had a 
vision of what a reaper would mean 
to the world; already he saw the weak 
points in his father’s work and 
thought of ways to remedy them. So 
he said to himself, “I will!” Then, for 
weeks and months and years he con­
tinued his experiments, refusing to be 
daunted by obstacles, encouraging 
himself always with the dream of the 
triumph he was sure would come. Al­
ready the marvelous power of will for 
which he became famous among those 
who knew him was showing itself.
A book is good company.—Beecher.
He did not know that already sev­
eral inventors had tried to solve the 
same problem, and it was just as well; 
his ideas were more absolutely 
original than perhaps they would 
have been if he had read of the work 
of others. Discarding the unsuccess­
ful work of his father, he begun at 
the beginning and finally, after years 
of experimenting, completed his 
machine. It was a. strange-looking 
affair, with its wooden cogwheels and 
its rough castings and forgings, all 
his own handiwork, but in it were 
embodied the essential principles of 
the reaper as it is today. Improve­
ments have been made, but the plans 
worked out over seventy years ago by 
the Virginia farm boy, who had never 
seen a city or a railroad, may be 
traced in the machine used today in 
the world’s harvest fields.
By this time the interest of his 
parents in the work was very keen. 
The father often worked at the shop 
with Cyrus until late at night. Neigh­
bors laughed at the crazy ideas of 
the father and son, but they went on 
unheeding. When the reaper was 
tested in the home fields the mother 
would ride out on horseback to watch 
the performances of the creation of 
her boy’s brain and hands.
A public exhibition was given to 
about a hundred curious neighbors. 
Casson, in “The Romance of the 
Reaper,” says:
It was in the fall of 1831 that 
Cyrus McCormick hitched four 
horses to his unwieldy machine 
and clattered out of the barn • 
yard into a field of wheat near 
by. Horses shied and pranced at 
the absurd object, which was un­
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like anything else on the face of 
the earth. Small boys yelled. 
Farmers, whose backs were bent 
and whose fingers were scarred 
from the harvest labor, gazed 
with contemptuous curiosity at 
the queer contraption which was 
expected to cut grain without 
hands. * * * A noisy crowd of 
white laborers followed the reap­
er up and down the field with 
boisterous enmity; for here was 
an invention which threatened to 
deprive them of the right to work 
—the precious right to work six­
teen hours a day for three cents 
an hour.
That afternoon six acres of wheat 
were successfully reaped, ordinarily 
the work of six men. “Your reaper is 
a success," Cyrus’s father said to 
him, “and it makes me feel proud to 
have a son do what I could not do.”
Then the dreams of the young in­
ventor began to take more definite 
shape. “Perhaps I may make a 
million dollars from this reaper,” he 
thought one day. But he afterwards 
said, “The amount was so enormous 
that the thought seemed like a dream 
—like dwelling in the clouds—so re­
mote, so unattainable, so exalted, so 
visionary.”
Bancroft’s “Chronicles of the Build­
ers of the Commonwealth” tells of 
an earlier vision:
In after years Mr. McCormick 
told of the moment when, like a 
revelation from heaven, the mag­
nificent possibilities of his in­
vention came upon him. It was 
a bright summer’s day, when he 
was riding from the homestead 
to a foundry in the mountains, 
carrying the pattern of the mold­
board of his plow to be cast in 
iron. His way led across a 
stream, in the midst of which his 
horse stopped to drink. The mind 
of the young man was, as usual, 
filled with the difficulties of the 
reaper, then only in embryo. 
Cyrus’s eye fell upon the land­
scape. Before him, rolling away 
to the horizon, lay a field of wav­
ing grain, upon which the sun­
light glittered. Instantly there 
came to him the idea of the vast 
agricultural possibilities of the 
country, and of the fortune and 
fame which awaited him who 
would materially aid in their de­
velopment. * * * At once he de­
termined to devote himself to his 
invention.
Several years after the public trial 
already described, and a second trial 
the following year, when fifty acres 
were cut, the first patent was secured. 
But no attempt was made to put the 
machine on the market. No one real­
ized as well as the inventor that there 
were a number of serious defects to 
be overcome before satisfactory work 
could be counted on. So, aided by his 
father, he devoted months and years 
Every natural action is graceful.—Emerson.
to further experimenting and testing. 
Years later, when applying for an 
extension of patent rights, Mr. Mc­
Cormick wrote to the Commissioner 
of Patents:
From the experiment of 1831 
until the harvest of 1840 I did not 
sell a reaper, although during 
that time I had many exhibitions 
of it, for experience proved to me 
that it was best for the public as 
well as for myself that no sales 
were made, as defects presented 
themselves that would render the 
reaper unprofitable in other 
hands. Many improvements were 
found necessary, requiring a great 
deal of thought and study. I was 
sometimes flattered, at other 
times discouraged, and at all 
times deemed it best not to at­
tempt the sale of machines till 
satisfied that the reaper would 
succeed.
During this long period of ex­
perimentation Cyrus built a furnace 
that he might make his own iron. The 
demand for the iron was so great that 
the reaper was somewhat neglected, 
until, in the financial panic of 1837, 
the inventor lost not only his furnace 
but his farm and all his other posses­
sions. He might have saved some­
thing from the wreck, as his partner 
did,—by deeding property to his 
mother,—but his stern ideas of in­
tegrity would not permit any such 
compromise with the demands of 
justice.
Thus difficulties were increased. 
Cramped for funds and unable to hire 
workmen, Cyrus, his father, and two 
brothers began in earnest the manu­
facture of reapers. One was built and 
sold for the harvest of 1840; two 
years later six were disposed of; in 
1844 twenty-five more found their way 
from the primitive shop. The follow­
ing year the number was doubled and 
a second patent was secured.
The lack of transportation facilities 
made manufacture and delivery both 
slow and burdensome. “The sickles 
were made forty miles away, and the 
blades, six feet long, had to be carried 
on horseback.” The first consignment 
sent to the West “was taken in 
wagons from Walnut Grove to Scotts­
ville, then down the canal to Rich­
mond, Virginia; thence by water to 
New Orleans, and then up the 
Mississippi and Ohio Rivers to Cin­
cinnati.”
Soon arrangements were made with 
a Brockport, New York, firm to man­
ufacture reapers for the farmers of 
the Empire State, while a Cincinnati 
house was persuaded to fill orders 
secured from Ohio farmers by the 
young inventor, who himself scoured 
the country for the purpose.
But not yet was young McCormick 
satisfied. He pushed on to Illinois, 
where “he saw hogs and cattle feeding 
in the wheat fields, which could not 
be reaped for lack of laborers. Two 
million bushels of wheat had grown 
and ripened—enough to empty the 
horn of plenty into every farmers’ 
home. Men and women, children and 
grandmothers, toiled day and night 
to gather in the yellow food. But 
the short harvest season rushed past 
so quickly that tons of it lay rotting 
under the hoofs of cattle.” Evidently 
there was call for more adequate pro­
duction of the reaper than could be 
managed without a large factory. So, 
going to Chicago, he succeeded in in­
teresting a capitalist, who helped him 
make the beginning of his great har­
vester works. Soon, in the city only 
ten years old, reapers by the hundred 
were produced'and sent forth to con­
quer the wheat fields. That first build­
ing, enlarged a number of times, was 
destroyed in the great fire of 1871. 
Then, already possessed of a large 
fortune, Mr. McCormick was tempted 
to retire from business; but again the 
vision of the world’s need and of the 
more immediate need of the men 
thrown out of work caused him to 
devote himself to active life with re­
newed vigor.
After conquering America the reap­
er was sent to Europe. In 1851, at 
the World’s Fair in London, its ex­
hibition called for the ridicule of the 
London Times; but after witnessing a 
test in the fields the editor was com­
pelled to announce that “the reaper 
is the most valuable contribution to 
the exhibition and is of sufficient value 
alone to pay the whole expense of the 
exposition.” On the Continent similar 
triumphs were recorded.
Of the reaper’s part in the de­
velopment of America, William Henry 
Seward once said, “It has pushed the 
American frontier westward at the 
rate of thirty miles a year.” Com­
missioner of Patents, D. P. Holloway, 
said: “Cyrus H. McCormick is an in­
ventor whose fame, while he is yet 
living, has spread throughout the 
world. His genius has done honor to 
his own country and has been the ad­
miration of foreign nations, and he 
will live in the grateful memory of 
mankind as long as the reaping ma­
chine is employed in the gathering of 
the harvest.” The French Academy 
of Sciences declared that he had “done 
more for the cause of agriculture than 
any other living man.”—Elmer E. 
Faris, in Stories of the Days Work, 
Ginn & Co.
Miss Sinclair—Wha didn’t he 
mahry dat Coopah gal?
Mr. Frothinham—Oh, she done 
flunk at de latest minute—wouldn’t 
lend him a dollar foh t’ git de license 
wif.—New Orleans Times-Picayune.
Ada—Timid, isn’t he?
May—Awfully. He’s so afraid that 
she’ll so no that he won’t give her a 
chance to say yes.—Brooklyn Life.
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SACO-LOWELL FOREMEN
Foremen of Saco~Lowell Complete Two Weeks
Conference
A two weeks foreman conference 
under the auspices of the State Board 
for Vocational Education, of which 
Commissioner Augustus O. Thomas is 
chairman, has just been completed at 
Biddeford.
Mr. Frank Cushman, Chief of the 
Industrial Education Service of the 
Federal Board, acted as leader of this, 
the first section. E. K. Jenkins, State 
Director of Vocational Education, 
who has been in charge of arrange­
ments for this meeting will act as 
leader of the second and last section.
Agent Eugene Banfield of the plant 
detailed Employment Manager H. I. 
Libby to make the necessary arrange­
ments in the shop. A room was spe­
cially fitted with long tables, chairs, 
blackboards and paper. The foremen 
were excused from their work for six 
hours every day.
Some of the topics discussed were, 
co-operation, instructing green men, 
advantages of some auxiliary depart­
ments, the foreman’s conception of 
his job and his responsibilities. Con­
siderable time was spent by giving 
the foremen an opportunity to demon­
strate how they now instruct men. 
In the discussions which followed, it 
was brought out by the men that 
there was something to be considered 
and improved in such work.
Mr. Jenkins will work with the 
foremen along the lines of instructor 
improvement.
Mr. Cushman has written in a re­
cent bulletin:
“The object of these demonstrations 
is twofold. The first and obvious, al­
though the least important, purpose 
is to reach the individual foreman in 
order to make him realize the in­
structional responsibilities and possi­
bilities of his work, to show him how7 
to meet these responsibilities and 
possibilities, to inspire him with an 
understanding of the dignity of his 
position of power over others and of 
his duty to himself as well as to those 
others, and to assist him in setting up 
standards and principles which will 
guide him in the just and intelligent 
exercise of that power. The second 
and most important purpose is to dis­
cover opportunities for trade ex­
tension training in the industry and 
to develop a favorable attitude on the 
part of the foremen and the manage­
ment toward the public program of 
vocational education.
“This Federal program takes con- 
nizance, therefore, of the fundamental 
fact that industry can not be used 
successfully as an educational agency 
for the young worker and that con­
sequently no apprenticeship scheme 
can succeed, except as the man with 
whom the young worker is most con­
stantly in contact, the man who has 
direct control over him and his activ­
ities while at work, is able and willing 
to make of industry an educational 
agency, and intelligent enough to do 
it. So, while the foreman himself may 
be an object of interest to local, State 
and Federal educational authorities 
as a worker who needs to be helped 
to do his work well and to prepare for 
the next step, he becomes doubly an 
object of interest as a worker who 
has control over the vocational educa­
tional destinies of a large number of 
other workers.”
The following foremen were in at­
tendance throughout the sessions:
H. I. Libby, employment manager; 
Fred C. Watson, foreman, forging 
and heat treating; J. I. Towle, fore­
man, painting; George Hale, foreman, 
boring and turning; Roy Hooper, 
foreman, repair and tool department; 
W. Cookson, foreman, steel roll; Chas. 
Hanson, foreman, wood pattern; John 
A. Kennedy, foreman, spindle; George 
Merrill, foreman, drilling; William 
Siddall, foreman, polishing: Samuel 
L. Wilson, foreman, bolt and stud de­
partment; John Flood, foreman, shin 
cap bar and roving bolster; Thomas 
Cowgill, foreman, drafting depart­
ment; Orrin N. Hatch, foreman, plan­
ing and milling; John L. Burnham, 
foreman, spinning erecting; George 
Moore, foreman, gear department; W. 
J. Smith, foreman, iron pattern; W. 
J. Dean, assistant superintendent, 
foundry; Henry J. Leavitt, foreman, 
spindle grinding and flyer work; 
Frank E. Nield, foreman, top roll 
coverer; Bertrand L. Bardsley, fore­
man, rooving erecting; Frank H. 
Libby, foreman, woodworking; Wil­
liam Lumb, foreman, tin department; 
Frank Cushman, leader; E. K. Jen­
kins, clerk.
During the last week an address, 
“Instructing Beginners,” was given by 
Augustus O. Thomas. M. S. Hill, 
Director of Social Service of the 
Great Northern Paper Company, 
spoke on Americanization in Industry. 
The foremen were much pleased with 
both of these talks.
Maine people will be interested to 
know that the Saco-Biddeford Rotary 
Club, the school officials, the foremen 
and others are co-operating in formu­
lating plans which when carried out 
will give Saco-Biddeford one of the 
best vocational schools in New Eng­
land. The cost of instruction will be 
largely contributed from State and 
Federal funds.
 Here and There
i
Good clothes are not good habits.—Bishop Doane.
Mr. E. L. Knapp of the Bangor 
Tallow Co. was at Seboomook, while 
on a fur buying trip in this country.
Those who have occasion to travel 
from Rockwood to Seboomook or 
Pittston, or as far as Boundary will 
surely be pleased with the good roads 
this winter. They are plowed deep 
and wide and make it possible to ride 
over them as fast as at any time in 
the summer.
The article in the last issue of The 
Northern which referred to the home 
coming of a bridal couple contained a 
miss-print; the names Mr. and Mrs. 
W. L. Machee should have read Mr. 
and Mrs. W. L. McClure.
Mr. M. E. Hall, who drove the 
Kineo-Pittston stage, has returned to 
his home in Belfast. Clarence Sargent 
is now driving the stage.
It is the duty of the citizen not 
only to observe the law, but to let it 
be known that he is opposed to its 
violation.—President Coolidge.
Married in Malden, Mass., January 
10, Mr. Charles Curtis Oehme and 
Mrs. Alice Thrope Homer. They will 
be at home after February 1st, at 90 
Beacon street, Portland, Maine.
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Dwyer Letter 
No. 4 
At Ain-Sefra, 250 miles from 
Perregaux and 90 miles from 
the Oasis of Beni-Ounif de 
Figuig to which I am bound. 
My dear Mrs. Homer:
One can leave Perregaux at 8.25 
in the evening and reach the Oasis of 
Figuig at one o’clock on the following 
day but, as the greater part of the 
trip is made in the night it is im­
possible for the traveler to get any 
idea of the country through which he 
is passing. That is why I determined 
to take the slow train that runs every 
day (the big train only runs three 
times a week) and break my journey 
at Saida and Ain-Sefra. A view of 
the country leading towards the Great 
Sands was what I desired more than 
speed.
The most amazing thing to me on 
this most amazing run is the elevation 
of the stations. I had a foolish idea 
that I would pass through country 
that was only a few feet above sea 
level, and I received a surprise. At 
Saida, where I slept one night at the 
Hotel Riu (and I can say nothing 
good about the Hotel Riu) I was 
2700 feet above sea level. At Mekalis, 
which I passed yesterday afternoon, I 
was 4311 feet above the sea!
These 250 miles of country through 
which I have jogged in a little train 
give one an astonishing picture. I 
have never seen such country. It is 
weird, startling, indescribably pic­
turesque. I would advise anyone tak­
ing the trip to put up with the dis­
comforts of the day train and make 
the trip in the light. I will never 
forget it. I have seen queer country 
in many parts of the world but I 
have never seen any to compare with 
this. It is different to all the desert 
country that I have seen.
Along this line man is wrestling 
with the desert and he is winning out. 
I think the fight is a tough one, and 
I should not advise any weak or lazy 
person to emigrate to this section of 
the world. It is a country for the 
strong and the brave.
Between the little stations there are 
few habitations. Arabs tending to 
flocks of sheep and goats, donkeys 
laden with esparto grass and looking 
like moving haystacks in the distance. 
Bleak flat country, barren hills gashed 
by torrents. Everything a little 
nightmarish, but fearfully fascinat­
ing. The thrill of the trip comes from 
the fact that you are going into the 
desert and that things will get worse 
instead of better as you proceed.
Saida where I passed a night (and 
a very poor night at that) is a windy 
town of 10,000, with big barracks for 
the soldiers of the Foreign Legion. I 
have traveled with soldiers of ‘ la 
Legion etrangere” ever since I left 
Blida. I have chatted with officers 
and men. They hold this country 
for the French, and they look as if 
they could hold any country they put 
their hands on. Tough birds are these 
men of the Foreign Legion. The 
ordinary soldier gets twenty five 
centimes a day (less than two cents 
American) and he puts up with more 
hardship in a week than the ordinary 
man experiences in a lifetime. But 
they seem to enjoy it and I could find 
no grumblers. They are soldiers of 
the Legion and they are proud of it. 
The Legion has carved its name deep 
on the tablets of glory, and they seem 
proud to belong to it.
At El-Beida, a little station about 
one hundred miles from Perregaux I 
came to the first fortified place. That 
is, the station itself is fortified so that 
it can withstand an attack from an 
armed force. The doors are of metal, 
the walls are loopholed, and the roof 
is so built that small guns can be 
mounted and used on the attackers. 
All thrilling and strange to me. No 
houses around the station. Just the 
bare station with not a building in 
sight.
At Kralfallah I was all agog. We 
were jogging steadily towards the 
lands of the mirage, and I was 
anxious to a mirage. I was just a 
little bit hopeful, just a little bit, and 
I received what all receive who ex­
pect a little. I got a lot. For hours 
I witnessed mirages! I was thunder­
struck at what I saw. The effects 
were wonderful. For miles along the 
horizon there ran (so I thought) won­
derful stretches of blue water with 
bays and promontories and little blue 
islands. It was extraordinary! You 
knew perfectly well that there was no 
water, no pictureque bays, no blue 
islands, but there they were! For 
hours during the hot morning I saw 
coastlines that rivalled in beauty any­
thing I had ever seen. I saw stretches 
of water that were sweeter than Lake 
THE SUPERIOR MAN
As a general proposition, the value of a man to society 
is in proportion to his ability to work with other men.
He should be willing to give and take.
He should be slow to anger, patient in spirit, and not 
quick to give or take offense. He should have faith in 
Nemesis, and have no time to act as her agent. Superiority 
is shown in this one thing—the ability to meet and mix 
with those of different temperaments and tastes, high or 
low, on a basis of equality. A man should be at home in 
any society.
To be frank, open and full of good cheer, keeping a 
civil tongue; to refrain from interfering in affairs that are 
none of his; and to know that personal difficulties usually 
right themselves if left alone; these mark the superior man.
Elbert Hubbard, in Roycroft.
Como, bays that were lovelier than the 
Bay of Naples. Then, at odd moments, 
they would disappear and I would 
realize that the whole thing came 
from the atmospheric effects. I asked 
several soldiers of the Legion if they 
had ever seen extraordinary things— 
ships, etc. but they answered in the 
negative. I think myself that no one 
ever saw a ship mirage while he was 
in his right senses, but I’ll guarantee 
to anyone who travels from Kralfallah 
to Ain-Sefra on a nice warm day 
enough landscape mirages to last him 
for the rest of his life. They tired 
me and made me doubt my own senses. 
A splendid mountain that looked blue 
and solid would suddenly fade away; 
a stretch of water that looked an ideal 
place for boating and swimming, 
would disappear in an instant. These 
are my immediate impressions written 
within a few hours after witnessing 
the sights.
At Saida I saw the first camels. 
After that they became plentiful. 
They were laden mostly with esparto 
grass, the trade in which is enormous. 
The grass is used in the manufacture 
of paper.
At Naama, two hours from Ain- 
Sefra, the engine broke down, so, in­
stead of reaching the end of the days 
journey at seven o’clock we reached 
it at ten. An Arab carried my stuff 
to the Hotel de France, and a very 
obliging landlady made a fire and 
cooked me some splendid chocolate. 
Her prices are very reasonable and I 
never saw a person who was so de­
sirous of making a traveler comfort­
able. A strange town is this Ain- 
Sefra. I wish I had room to write 
pages about it. I was the only for­
eigner on the little train that brought 
me here. I am the only foreigner in 
the town. I will be the one first-class 
passenger in the one first-class com­
partment of the little train that will 
carry me on tomorrow.
With all good wishes from the 
desert country.
James Francis Dwyer.
Defer not till tomorrow to be wise.—Congreve.
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THE SCALER’S DREAM
I met a scaler old and grey
Who told me of a dream he had, 
I think ’twas New Year’s Day,
As he was snoozing in his shack. 
A vision came to view,
Having seen an Angel enter
Dressed in garments white and new. 
Said the Angel “I’m from heaven.
St. Peter sent me down
To bring you up to glory
And put on your golden crown.” 
So the Angel and the scaler
Started up the Pearly Way.
When passing close to Hades
The Angel whispered “Wait!
There’s a place I want to show you, 
’Tis the hottest in all hell,
Where those who always crabbed you 
In fiery torments dwell.”
And behold the scaler saw there
Jobbers by the score and, 
Leaning on his scale rule,
He wished for nothing more.
Said the Angel, “Come on scaler, 
There the Golden Gates I see,”
But the scaler only murmured,
This is heaven enough for me. 
—The Idaho Forester.
A PENSIVE MOMENT
Snow flakes falling, falling,
Soft as breath of angels,
And as white as angels’ wings. 
Bowed the great forked plumes 
Of evergreen and sapling birch, 
Quiet the frosted day of winter;
No breeze of wind in chilled 
note sings.
At peace my homing heart 
With God and all his creatures,
A scene of wondrous beauty 
here before me thrown.
Now, one gleam of sunlight brighten­
ing the snow.
What must it be to lose one’s eyes, 
And never more drink in thy handi­
work?
Father, I thank Thee for my 
own!
—Ruth McCabe Vickery.
A rich manufacturer of asbestos 
took a house just across the street 
from a sweet-spirited old lady, and his 
family proceeded to enjoy itself in 
what seemed to her a very worldly 
fashion. The old lady was never 
known to speak ill of anyone, even 
when her neighbors raised a racket all 
Sunday. She only said: “Dear me! 
They must have great faith in their 
asbestos.”
The smallest horse in the world is 
supposed to be the little 8-year-old be- 
lonigng to D. E. Clark of Cleveland, 
Ohio. It stands 28 inches high and 
weighs but six pounds.
Germs Kill Germs in Septic Tanks
By W. G. KAISER
Agricultural Engineer
TyPHOID, cholera and other danger­
ous diseases are caused by germs 
that live on filth. These germs have 
their own deadly foes in the bacilli family 
and it is possible to start a war between 
these microscopic tribes, arranging the 
battle so that the germ foes of humanity 
are destroyed by our bacilli friends.
This is exactly what a septic tank does 
—it furnishes a battlefield where anerob-
tic tank. The baffle-board is an 
important part for the bacteria 
will not work if disturbed. Sew­
age siphons out the outlet at the 
right and is taken through non- 
porous tile to a disposal bed 
where bacteria from the air fin­
ish the purification. With a 
septic tank any home can have 
a modern bath-room.
A septic tank is an underground box that receives 
sewage, and by bacterial action liquifies it and kills 
the disease germs. This is a cross-section of a sep-
ic bacilli that live without air can par­
tially overcome the cohorts of typhoid, 
cholera, dysentery and hook worm and 
then drive these germs out where the 
= aerobic b cilli that live in the air can
 attack them in their weakened condition
and utter’y vanquish them.
A septic tank like the one shown is a 
 disposal plant for the waste products of 
the human body and decaying animal 
 and vegetable matter which are direct 
 sources of the diseases mentioned. Ty­
phoid, for instance, is more of a rural 
 disease because sewage in rural districts 
i is not as properly disposed of as it is in 
 urban centers. This is evident from 
 statistics of 1919 where, of 8,000 typhoid
 cases, 5,300 were among country dwellers.
As shown in the illustration, the sewage 
 enters the larger chamber of the septic 
i tank where it is acted upon by the aner- 
obic bacilli. They change solid matter 
into gases and liquids. A heavy scum 
forms on the surface of the chamber 
indicating that the anerobic bacilli are 
working. It is essential that baffle 
boards be used as a protection for the 
scum. As the larger chamber fills, some 
of the liquid runs into the smaller cham­
ber and when it reaches a certain level, 
is automatically discharged into the 
siphon and into the filter bed. As it 
leaves the smaller chamber the liquid 
appears clear but it is not pure because 
it may contain disease germs and solid 
matter held in suspense. This liquid is 
now spread out in the soil so that the 
aerobic bacilli can purify it.
Sewage should be carried to the septic 
tank through non-porous tile with 
cemented joints*  Waste from the kitchen 
should be carried through a grease trap 
before reaching the tank in order to 
remove all the grease because grease does 
not decompose. Drain tile with open 
joints are used in the filter beds so that 
the liquid can soak into the soil and be 
purified. In determining the size of the 
larger chamber capacity of from 30 to 50 
gallons per day per person in the house­
hold should be allowed. The smaller 
chamber should be large enough to permit 
the siphon to act once in six or eight 
hours.
Septic tank walls should be made of 
a 1-2-3 mixture of concrete and this with 
good workmanship will insure that it is 
water tight. This means a mixture of 
one sack of portland cement to two 
cubic feet of sand and three cubic feet 
of pebbles or crushed stone. Heavy wire 
or steel rods should be used for rein­
forcing the cover slabs, but reinforcing 
may be left out of the walls and bottom 
provided the thickness of these is in­
creased.
The crown and glory of life is character.—Smiles.
